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Data Science in Healthcare
The confluence of science, technology, and medicine in our dynamic digital era has spawned new data applications to develop prescriptive analytics, to improve healthcare personalization and precision medicine, and to automate the reporting of health data for clinical decisions. Data science in health care has seen recent and rapid progress along 3 paths: (1) through big data via the aggregation of large and complex data sets including electronic medical records, social media, genomic databases, and digitized physiological data from wireless mobile health devices; (2) through new open-access initiatives that seek to leverage the availability of clinical trial, research, and citizen science data sources for data sharing; and (3) in analytic techniques particularly for big data, including machine learning and artificial intelligence that may enhance the analyses of both structured and unstructured data. As new data sets are created, analyzed, and become increasingly available, several key questions emerge including the following: What is the quality of unstructured data generation? Will the use of nonstandardized methods in data processing with traditional software and hardware lead to data fragmentation and analyses that are nonreproducible? Will healthcare systems incorporate and use big data especially from new publicly and patient-generated sources? How will physicians and researchers learn from new open-sourced data and big-data analytics? And ultimately, How can they acquire the skills to create a knowledge translation in data sciences?

Opportunities and Challenges for the Early Career Investigator
Practicing in an era of continuous payment reform and decline in research funding, early career investigators are challenged to keep up with the accelerating pace of change in medicine, all while being expected to provide meaningful contributions through productive clinical, educational, and research experiences. In this perspective, we aim to highlight how data science can catalyze professional advancement and discuss the implications of big data, open access, and data analytics through 4 main categories for the early career investigator (Figure). These include the following: (1) the evolution and expansion of conventional training programs to incorporate data sciences, (2) changing structure and composition of research teams, (3) new and emerging funding opportunities for data science studies, and (4) academic reward and advancement in the era of open and big data. We aim to provide strategies for how young investigators can maximize benefits and minimize risks through new opportunities afforded by developments in data science.

Evolution and Expansion of Training Programs
As big data moves into clinical practice, new computer-based predictive analytics such as artificial intelligence and natural language-processing algorithms for precision and personalized health care will invariably change the way clinicians explore, modify, and work with health information. Through big data registries and data analytics, clinicians will need to adapt to understand and rapidly assimilate near real-time health information to support their decision making at the point-of-care. This paradigm shift in our standardized approaches for medical education, clinical exposures, and research methodologies requires a grass roots change in how the current and future generations of healthcare professionals and investigators are educated. Recently, medical schools have started to update their curriculum to incorporate didactic and practice-based modules focused in data science. In this regard, first- and second-year medical students at the New York University are required to participate in Healthcare by the Numbers, a flexible 3-year, individualized, technology-enabled blended curriculum to train and use big data to improve care coordination and quality. In this project, funded in part by a grant from the American Medical Association, students are given access to a database with >5 million deidentified patient records including information on every hospitalized patient in the state for the past 2 years. Through this mandated exposure early in their training, these future clinicians learn to recognize the strength and pitfalls of big clinical databases with the aim to monitor and improve healthcare outcomes.

At present, clinicians trained to understand and assimilate big data analytics are scarce and at a premium. Several strategies exist to extend this analytic skill set to a broader pool of healthcare professionals including didactic training, shadowing or rotating with specialists in clinical informatics and data science, and practice modules created on standardized clinical, genomic, and basic science data sets. Understanding data heterogeneity (accuracy and formatting), data fragmentation (multiple databases and multiple stakeholders), data...
availability and handling (management, access, querying, and sharing), data privacy and integrity (prevention of corruption and hacking), and data conceptualization (ontologies) are necessary and important skills as clinical investigators navigate health information technology, patient care, research, and administration. Formal education in clinical informatics, computational biology, and data visualization are among the tools that will further position the early investigator for success to ultimately design effective analytic plans using existing databases or from new open-access sources. Several online and open curriculum-based training and certification courses are now available at IBM’s Big Data University (www.bigdatauniversity.com) and Cloudera University (www.cloudera.com). These provide a hands-on and practitioner’s approach to the techniques and tools required for big data analytics and for the various concepts pertaining to multivendor and multitechnology utilization. Supported by real-world use cases, newly developed didactic and online curricula may leverage industry and academic best practices for their translation to research and for patient care.

**Changing Structure and Composition of Research Teams**

If open-access and big data analytics are considered external innovations—that is developed outside of conventional medical educational and clinical arenas—for them to be successful, fundamental changes to the internal structure and composition of clinical and research teams are necessary. Some have proposed standardization and an approval process for access to open-sourced data to ensure that research teams possess the necessary skills to manage, analyze, interpret, and report results from open-access data sets. To be effective, research teams need to not only include clinical investigators but also incorporate individuals with expertise in big data analytics, bioinformatics, technology, engineering, healthcare administration, business and entrepreneurship, and healthcare policy. Similar to the objectives of established data sources such as census and public health data sets, or standardized patient registries such as the National Cardiovascular Data Registry where data are structured and aggregated to monitor population trends, develop guideline-based care, and infer changes to healthcare policy, new citizen science and crowdsourcing initiatives aim to leverage public and patient participation to collect health data and vital statistics through new massive, open, and online data repositories.

Widely available crowdsourcing programs such as PatientsLikeMe (www.patientslikeme.com) have amassed participation from >400,000 patients across 2500 disease conditions who actively share health-related data on an open and online platform that tracks and collects important patient-reported outcomes. The United Kingdom’s BioBank is a large-scale biomedical data set containing detailed phenotypic, genotypic, and multimodal imaging findings to determine the genetic and nongenetic determinants of health and
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disease in a contemporary cohort of >500,000 participants. Available through open access, research collaborations have advanced our knowledge in the risk prediction of cardiovascular, psychiatric, and cerebrovascular diseases and have identified important anthropometric and genetic traits of metabolic health including diabetes mellitus and obesity. These citizen science and open-access initiatives are creating new data sets that see clinicians, researchers, and patients operating in digital networks and is democratizing the scientific process by transforming research from a purely investigator-centered focus to a publically-participated one.

Apple’s Research Kit is a high-profile example of a public–academic–industry collaboration and the creation of an app-based clinical trial coordination platform that has seen tens of thousands of individuals downloading and participating in population-based digital health trials. As a true open-access initiative, the app and software are available on GitHub (www.github.com), a widely popular, public, open-access, and code-sharing platform. With an immediately available and functional trial platform in place, young investigators may see their ideas move rapidly from protocol to execution. Although universal access is a fundamental tenet of such open initiatives, a multidisciplinary team with a diverse expertise may be best suited to generate meaningful insights and research findings. Such teams will be well positioned to effectively tackle different analytic plans resulting from various open-sourced data sets in basic, clinical, and translational science and will be sufficiently skilled to formulate competitive proposals for funding, publication, and subsequent trial designs.

Conventional and Unconventional Funding Opportunities

In evaluating proposals, highly competitive funding agencies traditionally rely on preliminary data and a proven track record of investigator productivity. Although evolving, established agencies may not have sufficient funding allocated specifically for data sciences or to accommodate a large number of open-access proposals. In pursuit of funding opportunities, early career investigators invariably face concerns stemming from scientific value, preliminary data, and competition. Perhaps, the most productive route to funding the young investigator is to view data science opportunities as a stepwise process that begins with recognizing that meaningful contributions often occur in small increments. Research with new biomedical innovations begin with pilots, efficacy investigations, proof-of-concept, and first-in-man studies. Thus, funding opportunities must parallel the proposed research designs, whether resulting from new data sources or those ideas generated through open access.

We propose 2 mechanisms for early career investigators seeking funding for data science projects. The first is internal and the primary responsibility of the investigator’s institution and professional society in which a mutual agenda exists to advance knowledge with new innovations and those resulting from big data and open access. As outlined above, institutions and societies must acknowledge the potential obstacles, risks, and unknowns, and decide on a mutually beneficial funding pathway, administrative support, and provide access to the necessary teams and resources, whether available internally or acquired externally. We agree with Majmudar et al13 and Dittrich15 that this may not be applicable everywhere; however, all institutions with a mandate to improve healthcare quality, education, and training are obligated to build an ecosystem that empowers young investigators to succeed along these pathways.

The second mechanism builds on the first and a pathway that sees funding similar to the growth process commonly undertaken by startups companies. In contrast to the long time horizon required to secure RO1 and career pathway funding, startup funding while equally challenging to secure is often of shorter duration especially in the initial get-off-the-ground phase. Early-stage companies commonly go through a phased approach to growth that begins with self and public funding (our example of institutional funding), acquiring seed investments from venture capital and outside funders, and subsequent expansion that scales the innovation from an idea to a deliverable. For the early career investigator, potential funding sources include industry, venture capital, and regional incubators and accelerators. On one hand, academic institutions may view these as unconventional. On the other, they may be increasingly viable as young investigators seek productive pathways and to work with a new generation of companies and organizations focused on healthcare innovations. An attractive and potentially risk-averse pathway is crowdfunding and online campaigns such as www.indigogo.com, www.kickstarter.com, and www.experiment.com. These platforms organize financing for new ideas through public funding in both regional and global settings. Although not peer-reviewed in the established form, or substantiated with academic validation, garnishing sufficient public funding may be associated with a successful vetting process of those ideas that may have the most merit and sustainability. Leveraged by initial seed funding, these ideas may be scalable to the next phase of research and trial design.

Academic Reward and Advancement

How do academic institutions credibly view new developments in data sciences? Should research findings resulting in intellectual property and commercialization lead toward academic promotion and career advancement? And, should promotion committees continue in a culture of research and publication or evolve into a hybrid that also recognizes the contributions resulting from creating new open-access and crowdsourced data sets or new analytic methodologies? These questions are particularly germane to the development of early investigators seeking a productive and reward-driven pathway that are commonly dependent on the clinical translation of new discoveries and findings in data sciences.

Similar to most disciplines, the advances in data science in health care are not entirely new. Established big data sources including electronic medical records, health insurance claim databases, and the digitization of radiographic images have used a variety of analytical methods ranging from decision trees, computer-assisted diagnostics, and ridge regression to produce useful learning models for disease classification and prediction. In terms of data sources, what is new are recent
initiatives that aim to provide open access to postpublication clinical trial data sets, the development of new digital infrastructures to search, download, and analyze shared biomedical research such as OpenImmPort (www.immport.org) and the Yale Open Data Access (www.yoda.yale.edu), and new crowdsourced and patient-generated data repositories. In terms of data analytics, new analytical methods including machine-learning, artificial intelligence, and cloud-based analytics are being translated from nonhealthcare setting to medicine for clinical decision support, predictive modeling, and therapeutic personalization. Although attractive, several unknowns exist including the validation of new data analytics to conventional diagnostic, risk, and therapeutic approaches, their impact on outcomes, and ultimately the adoption of new data models by academic organizations and healthcare systems. The latter is of particular importance and commonly requires a long time duration that may see proposed analytic methodologies surpassed by newer techniques.

Academic evaluative mechanisms need to be developed for research methodologies with new data sets, open-sourced findings, and new data analytics. For example, granting agencies and promotion committees may view research findings generated from open-sourced databases as not original or credible because data sets were not curated by early career investigators. The sharing of new programming, software, and analytic algorithms may be considered exploratory and hypothesis generating or lead to concerns regarding the replicability of proposed research plans. Early career investigators may see their efforts disseminate in the form of white papers, social media, and open-access and online publications as expanding digital infrastructures for communication and information sharing gain momentum in the medical and scientific arenas. Contributions in these venues may be additive to traditional peer reviewed journals and conference presentations; however, require validation as appropriate metrics for academic productivity. In this context, evaluative systems for data sciences are not required to overcome these concerns but rather to create merit-based pathways that recognize the importance of innovation, technology transfer, and leadership that are outside conventional training environments. Such a system can be complimentary and in parallel to established academic reward and promotions pathways, and one that positions early investigators, directors, and deans along a mutual trajectory toward scholarly achievement and scientific contribution.

A Path Forward

Data science offers the early career investigator new and promising opportunities to forge a pioneering niche in big data, generate study results from open-access trials, and expand on a multitude of skills that lead to personal and professional growth. As with most new innovations, enthusiasm is curbed by risks. Early career investigators and clinical innovators must acknowledge that failures may, more often than not, outnumber successes especially in a new and rapidly changing discipline that does not have a regulatory or a standardized framework. To achieve clinical and academic productivity requires emersion in new training and educational programs, access for funding from established and unconventional pathways, the creation of research teams to harness multidisciplinary collaborations, and academic advancement that may initially track along hybrid promotion pathways. In the aggregate, these are the functionalities that need to be brought together in new integrated biomedical–computing–research environments. Success will not be measured by our ability to take risks but rather in our preparation for the obstacles and challenges inherent to change. As such, current and future generations of early career investigators may be poised to move new healthcare innovations in data science from the bench and ultimately to the bedside.
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